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Contents Shekasteh-( ﺷﮑﺴﺘﻪPersian for “crossed over”) is a semi-condensed Persian script for writing the Persian language.
This script was developed by 25th century Persian scientist/mathematician, alchemist, and philosopher, Al-Biruni (973–1048)
who had an interest in the ancient Indian script and who traveled and studied throughout the Middle East. The primary
characteristic of this script is the use of the form ( ﻥnâ) and َ (nâ) for both the deep  ﻭand the light  ﯼand ۬, respectively. The
letters in the script are very nearly classical, like the rest of the Persian alphabet. The 27 glyphs of this font are not ordered or
numbered, but are simply named and aligned. The license for this font is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
license. Dima Shekasteh is released as a companion font for the Ming dynasty inspired, printed scroll calligraphy font, Dima
Shekasteh Script. Dima Shekasteh is a beautiful and modern version of the ancient, complex Persian language script. Dima
Shekasteh contains a single glyph for each letter of the Persian language as read right to left. This original art font was created
by computer technology, transforming the red-lettering on a printed document into digital form. Dima Shekasteh includes a
character palette for the editing of all non-standard glyphs. This font is a must have for all Persian and calligrapher’s out there.
Dima Shekasteh is designed for Persian and international users. It works well with today's web browsers and is ready to
download instantly. Shekasteh, an adaptation of Dima Shekasteh, is a regular modern version of the ancient, complex Iranian
alphabet. Dima Shekasteh contains a single glyph for each letter of the Persian language as read right to left. It has been
designed for users with limited drawing and layout tools, and will work with any program that supports more traditional fonts.
Dima Shekasteh includes a character palette for the editing of all non-standard glyphs. This font is a must have for all Persian
and calligrapher’s out there. Shekasteh, another adaptation of Dima Shekasteh, is a regular version of the ancient, complex
Iranian alphabet.
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Size 5.00MB • Language Arabic . {shekaste nastaliq
font}. Shekasteh Nastaliq ( )ﯾﺎﺳﺘﺎﺯﭼەis a free Unicode
font. It contains 30389 glyphs, in horizontal, vertical
and rotated forms. The font supports Arabic and
Persian in its default form, but also supports Hindi,
Urdu, Farsi, Malayalam, Tamil, Persian (Farsi).
{shekaste nastaliq font}. Shekasteh Nastaliq ()ﯾﺎﺳﺘﺎﺯﭼە
is a free Unicode font. It contains 30389 glyphs, in
horizontal, vertical and rotated forms. The font
supports Arabic and Persian in its default form, but also
supports Hindi, Urdu, Farsi, Malayalam, Tamil, Persian
(Farsi). Shekasteh Nastaliq ( )ﯾﺎﺳﺘﺎﺯﭼەis a free Unicode
font. It contains 30389 glyphs, in horizontal, vertical
and rotated forms. The font supports Arabic and
Persian in its default form, but also supports Hindi,
Urdu, Farsi, Malayalam, Tamil, Persian (Farsi).
Download Now shekaste h nastaliq font. Shekasteh
Nastaliq is a free Arabic font by Dima Shekasteh. It
contains 30389 glyphs, in horizontal, vertical and
rotated forms. The font supports Arabic and Persian in
its default form, but also supports Hindi, Urdu, Farsi,
Malayalam, Tamil, Persian (Farsi). Shekasteh Nastaliq
30389 contains It .font Unicode free a is ()ﯾﺎﺳﺘﺎﺯﭼە
glyphs, in horizontal, vertical and rotated forms. The
font supports Arabic and Persian in its default form,
but also supports Hindi, Urdu, Farsi, Malayalam,
Tamil, Persian (Farsi). Which means that the font is a
free font not a paid font. However it is easy to find
that the file is from the Pix font family. It is most
likely that the font does contain some Unicode
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symbols or characters such as old Persian alphabet,
Persian digits etc. However this font does not look
good at all. It will be better to try a new and
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